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RPI/CPI – Current position
• Whether a scheme can switch from RPI is very rules dependent
• If there is a power to switch - no breach of section 67
• Number of factors trustees have to take into account when deciding
whether to switch
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Is RPI fit for purpose?
• House of Lords Report:
– Error in RPI needs to be fixed – failure to do so may breach statutory duty
– Recommends should be a single measure of general inflation for all purposes
– RPI could be a viable candidate if amended
– Government should switch to CPI for all purposes (unless bound by contract to use RPI)
until single measure adopted

• Committees of House of Commons and House of Lords followed up with
letter to Statistics Authority and Chancellor urging them to make change
to RPI as soon as possible
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Which indices to move to?
• RPIJ – discontinued
• CPI – examines weighted average of prices of basket consumer goods and
services
– Takes price changes for each item in basket and averages them
– Unlike RPI it doesn't include housing costs (eg, mortgage interest costs and council tax)

• CPIH – same as CPI but includes measure of costs associated with
owning, maintaining and living in one's home. Most comprehensive
measure of inflation
• HCI – under development. Aim to reflect UK households' experience of
changing prices and costs
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Other factors to consider
• Members' interests
• Member communications and expectations
• Funding position of scheme
• Employer position/business case
• Employer's interests?
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What is collective DC?
• An alternative benefit structure to DB and DC
• Aims to provide a better outcome for members than DC, whilst retaining
funding certainty for sponsoring employers
• A "defined ambition" scheme, a particular level of pension is targeted but
not guaranteed
• Royal Mail and Communication Workers Union are at the forefront of
introducing CDC in the UK
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What is collective DC?
• Employer and employee contribution rates are fixed (like DC)
• The risk falls on the members and not the sponsoring employer
• Assets are pooled rather than each member having a "pot"
• Members don't make an investment choice, aggregate assets are invested
by professionals
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How is a CDC pension calculated?
• An estimate is made of how much money is needed to provide the target level
of benefits to each member
• If the value of assets available are higher or lower than the money required to
meet target benefits, adjustments are made to:
– Current pensions in payment; and
– Prospective pensions payable to actives and deferred

• Benefits, including pensions in payment, could ultimately be reduced to avoid
underfunding
• Pension is payable from the scheme's own assets
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Why is CDC attractive?
• For employers:
– Certainty that it would be a DC scheme
– Avoids the risks that come with sponsoring a DB plan

• Pooled investments:
– Greater scale and lower costs
– Access to wider and more diverse range of better performing assets

• Investment decisions made by professionals not members
• Superior outcomes for members as compared with DC
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What are the downsides?
• Uncertainty around benefit levels – benefit level can only ever be a target
or an estimate
• Member communication challenge
• Concern about potential cuts to pensions in payment
• Regulatory creep – could CDC schemes become more onerous than
initially anticipated?
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DWP Consultation on CDC
• The DWP issued a consultation document setting out a broad proposal as
to how a CDC scheme might work in the UK
• The consultation began in November 2018 and ended on 16 January
2019.
• Legislation will be needed to introduce a regulatory framework for CDC
into existing legislation
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DWP initial proposals for CDC
• CDC schemes will need to be authorised by TPR
• CDC will be classified as money purchase benefits in legislation
• CDC schemes won't be covered by the PPF
• Annual actuarial valuations
• Additional member disclosure obligations will apply – possibility of
benefit reduction must be made clear
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DWP Consultation – Key questions asked
• Should a capital buffer be included?
• Should CDC schemes have a minimum membership size?
• Which auto-enrolment test should be used for CDC schemes?
• When should a CDC scheme be wound up?
• Could cross subsidisation cause unfairness between members?
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Recent
Ombudsman
determinations
Nathan J. Sherlock

Mr S
(PO 19383)

Mr S (Delay with transfer-out)
The facts
10 December
2016
Mr S requests
transfer from
Suffolk Life to
USS

Feb-Mar 2017
Internal due
diligence by
Suffolk Life

13 December
2017
Suffolk Life
receives
transfer out
request form

14 July 2017
Transfer to USS
finally takes
place

16 March
2017
Suffolk Life
commences
enhanced due
diligence on
USS
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Mr S (Delay with transfer-out)
Complaint to Ombudsman
• Mr S
– Internal due diligence took longer than it should have
– Due diligence of USS was disproportionate
– Delay caused financial loss

• Suffolk Life
– Internal reconciliation was appropriate in the circumstances
– External due diligence procedures agreed with the FCA
– Simple verification with HMRC would have been insufficient
– Fact that receiving scheme is large is not a reason for relaxing due diligence
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Mr S (Delay with transfer-out)
Ombudsman’s decision
• Obligation to act promptly when dealing with transfer out
• Time taken for internal due diligence did not amount to
maladministration
But …
• Due diligence of USS should have been done in tandem
• Approach taken was disproportionate
• USS is one of the largest and longest-established occupational pension
schemes in the UK
• Process should have been completed within weeks
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Mr S (Delay with transfer-out)
Ombudsman’s decision
• Award in favour of Mr S:
– Loss of investment return in the 6 month delay period
– Estimated by Mr S at £6.6k
– £500 for distress and inconvenience
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Mr S (Delay with transfer-out)
Key points
• One size does not fit all
• Importance of flexibility in internal policies
• Even policies that are lawful and have been approved by a regulator can
be criticised if applied too rigidly
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Mrs L
(PO 18412 &
PO-18521)

Mrs L (information requirements & terminal illness)
Facts
• In April 2014, Mr L was diagnosed with terminal cancer
• Protracted exchange with Employer and Trustee lasting until late November
2014. Employer sent statement saying (among other things):
“Following your death, your dependants may receive:

 [survivors' pensions]
 The balance of your five years' pension payments as a tax free lump
sum, if you die in the first five years of retirement”

• In January 2015:
– Mr L took voluntary early retirement on redundancy grounds
– Deferred drawing pension
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Mrs L (information requirements & terminal illness)
Facts
• In October 2015, Mr L died in deferment
• Because Mr L’s pension had not gone into payment, Mrs L was not
entitled to a lump sum death benefit (worth some £250k)
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Mrs L (information requirements & terminal illness)
Complaint to Ombudsman
• Mrs L
– There is a duty to provide pension value information to members making decisions regarding the
termination of their employment
– There is an enhanced duty where the member is suffering a life-threatening condition including
– a duty to illustrate death benefits
– a duty to inform the member of the risk of deferring pension
– The information that was provided was misleading

• Trustee/Employer
– No enhanced duty
– Sufficient information was provided
– Statements given were not misleading
– Delay was not critical to the decision to defer – and compensation of £1.6k already offered
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Mrs L (information requirements & terminal illness)
Ombudsman’s decision
• It is not for the Trustee or Employer to provide financial advice
• There is no enhanced duty
• Employer’s duty is to take reasonable steps to bring relevant contractual provisions to
attention of employee – not to protect economic wellbeing
• Sufficient information was provided
• The statement was not misleading
• Delays not critical to member’s decision to defer
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Mrs L (information requirements & terminal illness)
Key points
• The Ombudsman has dismissed the notion of an enhanced duty of care
• It is not the Trustee’s place to provide advice or illustrate alternative
scenarios
• Duty is limited to providing all of the relevant information
– But note in terminal illness cases there is a duty to be proactive about providing that
information (examined in the 2018 cases of Mr Y and Mr R)
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Dr E
(PO 16856)

Dr E (Recoupment of over-payments)
Facts
• Dr E retired in 2004, at same time as Scheme administrator changed
• New administrator did not receive full pension information
• Increases on pre-88 GMP calculated at more favourable rate than in fact
applied
• Overpayments made between 2009 and 2016 (totalling £2.6k)
• Dr E notified of overpayment in August 2016
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Dr E (Recoupment of over-payments)
Complaint to Ombudsman
• Dr E
– Unjust to require repayment
– Received in good faith
– Purchased property for daughter in reliance on higher pension
– In any event, Trustee is out of time to recover over-payments

• Trustee
– Duty to recover overpayment
– Change of position defence not available on the facts
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Dr E (Recoupment of over-payments)
Ombudsman’s decision
• Accepted that Dr E received over-payments in good faith
But …
• No genuine change of position
– Overpayments (£32/month) not sufficiently material to inform decision
– Other reasons for Dr E’s decision

• Not a claim for repayment – but an exercise of the equitable right of
recoupment
• Therefore not subject to a statutory limitation period (following Burgess
& Ors v BIC UK Limited)
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Dr E (Recoupment of over-payments)
Key points
• Ombudsman not sympathetic to members resisting recovery of overpayments
• Cases are fact sensitive, but clear that compelling evidence will be
required for successful change of position defence
• Trustees should generally pursue over-payment cases
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IORP II – what's happened?
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IORP II – a reminder
• 2003: First IORP Directive
• July 2010: EU Commission start consulting on IORP II
• January 2012: EIOPA recommendation for "holistic balance sheet"
• May 2013: EU Commission drops pension solvency proposals
• March 2014: re-draft of IORP II published focusing on governance,
member information and cross-border transfers
• June 2016: final version of IORP II agreed
• 19 January 2017: IORP II comes into force
• 19 January 2019: deadline for Member State implementation
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What has the DWP done?
• 2 sets of amending Regulations published without consultation in
October 2018 which came into force on 19 January 2019
• Fair amount to be included in Code of Practice from the Regulator
• Silence on other IORP II changes
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Amending Regulations – Cross-border
• Guts of cross-border regime unaffected (no changes to fully-funded
requirement or who counts as a seconded worker)
• Requirement on TPR to notify EIOPA which schemes are cross-border
• Timetable for TPR to approve cross-border authorisation applications
reduced
• Cross-border transfers:
– From one pension scheme in a member state to another
– Transfer requires consent of a majority of members/beneficiaries transferring
– Approval of the appropriate regulator in both states
– costs paid by someone other than the schemes

• But…entire cross-border regime Regs to be repealed on 29 March …
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Amending Regulations – Governance
What has DWP done?
• Amend the requirement for schemes to have "internal controls" with a requirement for
schemes to "operate an effective system of governance including internal controls"
• Requirement on TPR to produce a Code of Practice covering various matters including:
– Effective governance system (continuity/contingency plans, transparent organisational structure,
internal review etc)
– Written policies (risk-management, governance, actuarial functions and outsourcing)
– Remuneration policies
– Own-risk assessment by trustees

• Exemptions:
–

schemes with fewer than 100 members (most)

–

Authorised Master Trusts
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Amending Regulations – Governance
Put-off for the Code of Practice?
• Mandatory under IORP to have:
– various policies (remuneration, actuarial, governance etc)
– Internal audit function
– Risk management function

• Outsourcing:
– Obligation to notify national regulator about outsourcing
– Regulator has powers to compel provision of information
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IORP II – what's missing?
Investments
• Investments must be in "best long-term interests" of members rather
than "best interests":
– Difference?
– Investment Regs unamended

• National regulators expected to monitor trustees' credit assessment
processes
• SIP must be publically available
– DWP proposes in consultation re ESG that DC schemes should publish the SIP online
from 1 October 2019.
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IORP II – what's missing?
Member statements
• Each active/deferred member must be given a annual benefit statement.
• Statement must include:
– Material changes since last year's statement
– Key information (eg retirement age, guarantees, contributions over past year)
– Detail costs deducted
– Information on funding

• Presently schemes only produce SMPIs for DC members
• But total silence on this … albeit some bits covered in other legislation (eg
summary funding statement).
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IORP II – what's missing?
Custody of assets
• Various requirements for use of a "custodian"/"depositary"
• Similarly requirements for where a custodian is not used – eg:
– Trustees must keep proper records
– Avoid conflicts of interest
– On request, keep the national regulator informed

• Again, no mention of this in regulations
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Agenda
• Pension scams and cold calling
– Ban on cold calling introduced
– What should schemes be doing?

• What about transfers which members still insist on?
– Future legislation change?
– PLSA Code

• More member complaints in future?
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Pension scams and cold-calling
"Pension scammers are the lowest of the low. They rob savers of their
hard-earned retirement and devastate lives. We know that cold-calling is
the pension scammers' main tactic, which is why we've made it illegal."
John Glen, Economic Secretary to the Treasury
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How pension scams operate…
1. Cold call about pension:
– scam offers such as "free pension reviews" / "release cash from your
pension"
– high pressure tactics to convince member to transfer

2. Member takes transfer from current pension scheme to
the scam pension scheme
– Scheme paperwork and taking advice from IFA (required for DB over
£30,000) – scammer can also provide IFA sometimes
– Members have a statutory right to transfer

3. Pension often stolen outright or invested in unusual/high
risk investments
– overseas investments
– arrangements where several parties take high fees
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Government response
• Government stated commitment to tackling the issue in Autumn 2016
• Consulted on:
– Banning pensions cold-calls
– Registration of schemes
– Limiting statutory right to transfer

• Consultation on draft regulations for cold-calling in July 2018
• Registration measures already introduced (Finance Act 2018)
– HMRC discretion to de-register introduced
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Ban on cold-calling
• Ban on cold-calling in force from 9 January 2019
– Privacy & Electronic Communications (Amendment) (No 2) Regulations 2018
– Sits alongside Data Protection 2018 and GDPR
– Enforced by Information Commissioners Office

• Direct marketing now illegal in relation to occupational and personal
pension schemes, unless caller is:
– Trustee or manager of scheme, or
– Authorised by FCA

• Recipient to consent to calls or have existing relationship with caller
• Fine of up to £500,000
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What should pension schemes do?
If members receive cold calls they should be urged to report to the
Information Commissioners Office
Check administrators are providing this information if members call in
and brief if required
Consider including update in member newsletters
tPR and FCA "ScamSmart" campaign – check FCA authorisation of firms
Report suspected scams to FCA and Action Fraud
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What if members still want to transfer?
• Consultation considered limiting statutory right to transfer:
– Positive response during consultation
– Government has said it is considering legislation
– Wait and see …
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What if members insist on transfer? (2)
• PLSA Code of Good Practice (Updated June 2018):
– Raise awareness of scams with members and beneficiaries
– Adopt robust processes for assessing receiving scheme and responding to risk the
scheme is part of a scam
– Be aware of current scam strategies to inform due diligence

• New in June 2018 updates:
– Refer insistent customers to TPAS
– Guidance on Action Fraud reporting
– Sample letters and case studies
– Call members to help identify reason for transfer
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More member complaints in future?
• Rise in claim firms taking on member complaints
– Contact pension schemes to complain on behalf of members
– Ask to see copies of financial advice and transfer packs
– Normally operate on no win no fee basis (often also handle PPI claims)

• Police investigations into scams – trustees being asked to cooperate
– Information requests to share scheme records
– Trustees asked to give witness statements to assist with cases

• Consider standard form responses to deal efficiently with claim firm
enquiries and information requests
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Overview – investment decisions and ESG . . .
Background law on trustee investment decisions

ESG
ESG for pension schemes

New legal requirements

Next steps

Background law on
trustee investment
decisions
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Re Whitely
• Benjamin Whiteley died
• Will dated 19 March 1874
• £5000 held in trust for the benefit of his wife,
Elizabeth and their young children
• Mr Learoyd was the Trustee
• Trust terms allowed investment in "real securities
in England and Wales" ...
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Re Whitely
• Mr Learoyd made some spectacular "investments" ...
£3000 mortgage (5% return) on a Pontefract brickfield

Brickfield owners went bankrupt

£2000 mortgage (5% return) on 4 houses in Salford

House-owners filed for liquidation
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Re Whitely
• Elizabeth Whitely alleged that Mr Learoyd had not invested appropriately
• High Court, Court of Appeal and House of Lords agreed with her
• Trustees will be liable for any loss
The "prudent person" principle
"A trustee is bound to conduct the business of the trust with the same care
which an ordinary prudent man of business would take, having regard to
the interests, of those for whom he feels morally bound to provide"
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A thought for you . . .
• Imagine we are in the mid 1980s
Concerned
about the
future of the
mining
industry and
your job
security ...

Expecting to
receive a
healthy
pension in
old age ...
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Cowan v Scargill
• Trustee of the National Coal Board Pension Fund
• 5 NCB trustees
• 5 NUM trustees
• Trustees were looking at various investments including alternative energy
sources
• NUM not happy!
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Cowan v Scargill
Best interests means best financial interests
"When the purpose of the trust is to provide financial benefits for the
beneficiaries, as is usually the case, the best interests of the beneficiaries are
normally their best financial interests. In the case of a power of investment,
as in the present case, the power must be exercised so as to yield the best
return for the beneficiaries"
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ESG
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Buzzwords . . .
Impact
investing

ESG investing

Responsible
investing

Ethical
investing

Inclusive
investing

Sustainable
investing

Socially
responsible
investing
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Buzzwords . . .
Responsible
investing
Taking environmental, social
and governance practices
into account when investing
ESG
investing

Sustainable
investing
Looking proactively for
progressive
environmental, social and
governance practices when
investing

Impact investing
Investing with the
intention of making
change!

Socially
responsible
investing
Inclusive
investing
Ethical
investing
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Environmental, Social, Governance
• Key concept is ESG
• United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment – developed in
2005
Environmental

Social

Governance

Climate change

Human rights

Tax avoidance

Water

Labour standards

Executive pay

Fracking

Employee relations

Corruption

Methane

Operating in conflict zones

Director nominations

Plastics

Equality and diversity
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Over to you . . .
• What is a “responsible” investment and are there “irresponsible”
investments?
• Some of this depends on perspective
• Hand-outs on your table with different industries
• How could you argue it is a “responsible” investment”?
• How could you argue it is an “irresponsible investment”?
• Please appoint a spokesman
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ESG for pension schemes
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The job of a pension scheme trustee???
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Increasing emphasis on ESG for pension schemes
July 2014
Law Commission Report
on Fiduciary Duties of
Investment
Intermediaries is
published

June 2018

March 2017

DWP consultation on
changes to Occupational
Pension Schemes
(Investment)
Regulations 2005

TPR publishes updated
investment guidance for
trustees

June 2017
December 2016
IORP II is published

Law Commission report
on Pension Funds and
Social Investment
published

1 October 2019
Amendments to
investment regulations
due to come into force

September 2018
DWP final response
– Clarifying and
strengthening
trustees' investment
duties published
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Where do you stand?
Prudent
person
principle

ESG
Best
financial
interests
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Unravelling the legal duties

Financial
factors – all Trustees
should take ESG into
account as part of
sensible DD

Non-financial
factors – Trustees can
take non-financial factors
into account if (1)
beneficiaries share the
position and (2) not
financially detrimental
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New Legal Requirements
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New legal requirements from 1 October 2019
Trustee policy on financially
material considerations over
appropriate time horizon and
how these are taken into account
in selection, retention and
realisation of investments

"Financially material considerations"
includes (but is not limited to)
environmental, social and governance
considerations (including but not limited to
climate change), which the trustees of the
trust scheme consider financially material

SIP

Trustee policy on the extent (if at all)
to which non-financial matters
are taken into account in selection
retention and realisation

"Non-financial matters " are the views of
the members and beneficiaries including (but
not limited to) their ethical views and their
view in relation to social and environmental
impact and present and future quality of life
of the members and beneficiaries
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Next steps
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Trustee road map
Decide on non-financial considerations
Discuss policy on financially material
considerations

If relevant, discuss policy on non-financial matters –

Engage with the Employer NB PR issues
Adopt policy(ies)
Prepare amendments to SIP and formally consult Employer
Changes to BAU: update annual report; instructions to Investment Managers;
agreeing information from Investments Managers; monitoring
Consider offering DC members self-select funds with ESG emphasis
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